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Where We Are Now
246

Units Owned

Properties

FORD AVE ROW HOUSING PROPERTIES
In Q1 collections remained steady. We are planning on replacing 
some of the roofs beginning this year, and also have some exterior 
upgrades planned for this year. Rental rates remain static here at 
$820 and $900 respectively.

KELLY POINTES APARTMENTS
This asset remains very stable. Gross collections increased 
slightly from $65,515 to $66,885. Rents have continued to increase 
incrementally further to $1,125 for two bedrooms and between 
$930-965 for one bedrooms.

PARK EAST APARTMENTS

We have been working on our refinance of this property with our 
lending team at Berkadia. This process is nearly complete and we 
estimate to close in one week. This refinance will allow us to 
return the majority of, if not all, the capital that was invested in 
the deal back to investors. We also have another round of rent 
increases scheduled for June pushing rents up $30-80. Also we 
installed a new water tank for the property.

Airport Apartments
Management has kept this property’s performance very stable for 
this quarter. When units become available they have been filled 
within 2.5 weeks. In Q1 our first $900 lease was achieved, and we 
also now have our second signed lease at the $900 number. The 
other tenants have all been previously placed by our team at $850. 
On June 1st there will be a $15-35 rent bump across the board 
which will further boost this property’s performance.

Brownell Apartments
The renovation project is moving along nicely. The big 
conversion of the office to an apartment unit is fully complete 
except for the installation of the floor which is scheduled for this 
upcoming week. The laundry room on site was also renovated, 
and the team has also completed 6 units just in time to start 
marketing. The team also rented a vintage unit (no major 
updates) for $1,200. We plan for this time to be a big push to lease 
up now that we are heading into Spring, a historically strong 
demand to lease units. 
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Hidden Valley Apartments
The management team continued to rent units for $900 as they 
became vacant. Demand at that price point has remained solid. We 
have one unit becoming vacant April 17th and we already have an 
approved applicant who will move in the third week of April. Now 
that Spring is here, management has scheduled to do the second 
round of rent bumps across the board to get them fully up to 
market. It is management’s belief most, tenants here fully 
understand the need for this. The expectation is we may lose 2 
tenants. If so, there is a steady stream of well qualified tenants for 
this property.

Fund I’s First Capital TransactionProperties Cont.

LAKESHORE POINTE APARTMENTS

Management has turned a total of 5 units. We have 2 vacant units 
currently that just finished and are now available for rent. We are 
also working on lender required repairs that arose during our 
initial purchase.

HOLIDAY MANOR EAST APARTMENTS
We are now signing leases with new tenants at $950 for one 
bedroom units which is $50 higher than we anticipated. Two 
bedrooms are still achieving $1,050 as they become available. To 
date we have not raised any “legacy” tenants rent at all. Now that 
we have entered Spring/Summer we have scheduled the first 
round of rent bumps. June 1st we will be implementing a $150 
rent increase to a tranche of units (this still leaves them anywhere 
from $100-200 below market rents). We take this approach so 
current tenants can still afford their rent without too much of a 
shock. On any move-outs we will place at $950 for ones and $1,050 
for twos.

Hidden Valley Apartments Park East Refinance
Our first closing of a “capital transaction” for Fund I is coming up 
quickly. We believe this will be the end of the week, possibly April 
21st. Our team wanted to repeat what that means, how that is 
treated, and what the impact is to our investors.



A “capital transaction” is considered to be a sale or a refinance. In 
this case it is the refinance of Park East Apartments. 



The way these events are treated is totally different than a 
quarterly distribution, distributions are treated as profits. 
Meanwhile a “capital transaction” is treated as a return of capital. 
What this means is all of the capital you receive from this event, 
and future ‘capital transactions”, will lower your outstanding 
capital balance. 



For example, if someone invested $50,000 into Fund I his/her 
capital balance would be $50,000. Distributions do not lower this 
balance. The only thing that can lower this amount is a refinance 
or sale (a “capital transaction”). If this first refinance gives this 
example investor $3,000 back, then his/her capital balance now 
would be $47,000. The $3,000 received through this event is tax 
free since it is a refinance, which is not a sale so there is no capital 
gain. *verify with your own CPA*



We are very excited to be returning a portion of investors’ capital 
this early in the business plan. We look forward to this getting 
finalized with money being sent out in the next few weeks! 
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Q1 Revenue

Growth of the Fund’s Gross Revenue

The chart to the right portrays the growth of the company’s gross 
revenue from Q1 of 2022 to Q1 2023. We have planned our rent 
bump programs to resume again at Airport, Hidden Valley, and 
Lakeshore, because we are entering the best part of the year for 
lease demand. Airport will be receiving $30-75 raises on existing 
tenants to get all rents to $850+. Hidden Valley will start receiving 
rent raises to get existing tenants to $850-900. We will also start 
our first series of rent raises for existing tenants at Holiday 
Manor. Brownell will begin its major “lease up” phase which will 
also allow revenues to climb.



The chart below shows the rent collections growth our properties have seen from Q1 2022 to Q1 2023. As 
shown, from Q4 of 2022 to Q1 of 2023 most of the properties are about the same from a collections stand 
point. This is due to us slowing down during the winter months which is historically the worst time to fill 
vacancies. Consequently, during this time we do not engage in any rent bumps or do anything that may 
cause extra vacancy. All of our plans for rent bumps and further stabilization now start to resume as the 
Spring/Summer season is starting which we believe is the best time of year to lease up units. Brownell 
had less collections, as we expected, due to the heavy renovations happening and our team moving fast to 
get as many units up and running for the Summer as possible.
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Looking Forward

Distribution Overview and Forward Outlook

This quarter the distribution was $95,954.57. This amount was able to cover the preferred return for the quarter totaling $68,456.85 
(89 days). We then took 1/4 of our allotted asset management fee, and plan to take the remainder in Q4. The remainder was moved 
into our 70/30 split, resulting in another $14,436.30 being distributed out to our investors. This resulted in a total distribution to 
investors of $82,893.15. This decision was made because Holiday Manor East, which accounts for over 25% of our holdings is 
beginning to receive its planned rent raises. Brownell is also just about to start its first major lease up phase. Also, as mentioned 
previously; Hidden Valley, Lakeshore, Airport, and Park East will all be rolling out rent raises to existing tenants as dictated by our 
plans. Our belief is, these events will cause our free cash flows to start increasing further as we get through Q2 and Q3.  



This is close to what we expected for Q1 as we assumed more units at Brownell would become vacant in order for us to overhaul 
them, causing an $8,000 drop in collections there. During the winter months we also finished up a few evictions which have gone 
through and will be re-rented at full market rents. Also, Q1 generally contains our highest utility bills of the year due to the severe 
cold weather we experience which drives our gas bills higher. For example, our gas and electric bill totals were $24,838 in Q4 of 2022, 
and in Q1 2023 they were $52,254. Quite a significant increase as you can see, but one we generally expect for that time frame.



In closing, we are working hard to continue our stabilization efforts and get some of the properties deeper into their business plan 
and closer to being fully stabilized. We expect to have a very productive Q2 and Q3 in regards to our leasing efforts portfolio wide.



                                                                                            



We should be closing our refinance of Park East Apartments on April 21st or possibly the following week. This is a 
“capital transaction” and will give money back to investors resulting in a deposit coming to all investors in the 
next few weeks. 



A large part of our focus and plan for this upcoming quarter is pushing rents across the board with a heavy 
emphasis on leasing up newly vacant units at full market rents. At Brownell we seek to sign multiple new leases 
at our freshly renovated units that are now complete and for the others as they come online.



Overall, we expect our properties will resume their economic growth and continue to improve throughout 2023.


